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Welcome to a 100% transparent
and decentralised opportunity!

It’s Your Time to Make a FORTUNE!

Come and Make a FORTUNE!

YYou are joining an endless and 
limitless system that can never 
go away. You will never miss a 
commission payment! Your
compensation plan is both compensation plan is both 
guaranteed and stable. Your 
personal information is never 
stored! There’s no admin,
intermediary or company in-
volved.

• EARN-AS-YOU-REFER: F1 is the re-
imagining of reward for smart work 
here means that 5 slots areavailable 
to earn 100% income from with zero 
payment going to your upline.
 
• GENERATION BENEFITS: the revo-
lutionary F2 & F3 allow for up to 3 
generation uplines to earn from a 
downline in one matrix and their var-
ious downlines’ matrices.

• THE MORE THE MERRIER: with 6 
slots in 2 rows – 2 slots at the 1st 
row and 4 slots at the 2nd row – 5 
slots to earn from in F1. We have 
provided 14 slots in 3 rows – 2 slots 
at the 1st row, 4 slots at the 2nd row 
and 8 slots at the 3rd row – 7 slots 
to earn fto earn from in F2

• ID 1 SPILLOVERS: our networkers 
mean a lot to us, so do our investors 
(members) mean so much to us as 
well; hence, we ensured everyone 
who register directly under ID 1 ben-
efit spillovers inboth F2 & F3 matri-
ces endlessly at all levels. 

Our Unique



Biggest matrix ever, 30 slots in 4 rows 
– 2 slots in the 1st row 4 slots in the 
2nd row, 8 slots in the 3rd row and 16 
slots in the 4th row – 15 slots to earn 
from in F3

GLOBAL SPILLOVER: our give to the 
weak values means that the last slots 
commission in F1, F2 & F3 matrices 
will be collected as global spillover 
contribution that the system will allo-
cate to specific downline(s) per time 
and sequentially



We offer three different 
platforms, that you can 
join, we call them F1, F2 
& F3.

Each platform offers 10 
different
wways to earn for a total 
of 30!

You can get started in 
all F1, F2 & F3 simulta-
neously. This meansit is 
affordable to anyone 
who
wants the opportunity 
to earn

In the F1 Matrix the 
commissions from 
slots #1, #2, #3, #4 and 
#5 will go to the referrer 
%100.

CommissionCommission from slot 
#6 will go to the global 
spillover and initiate a 
re-entry

F1
PACKAGE

F2
PACKAGE

F3
PACKAGE



In F1, you only earn as you refer new members. You benefit only from 
your referrals. You can cycle the matrix as many times as possible the 
matrix does not expire and you receive payment 5 times for each cycle.

F1
1

63.57
2

254.28

4
4068.48

5
16273.92

6
48821.76

7
146465.28

3
1017.12

8
439395.84

9
878791.68

10
1757583.36



The F1 package is setup to begin teamwork for you! With 
our dynamic “follow-me matrix” allows you to truly work as 
a team! 

In F1, five slots commissions in your matrix are open for 
you to earn 100%. If you directly refer into the six slots, 
100% commissions of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th slots 
will be paid directly and instantly to you.

TheThe 6th slot goes to global spillover and reopens your 
matrix, so you can continue to earn and recycle unlimited 
times even if you do not upgrade.

You only have to pay one time, but you can earn forever! 
With our automatic reopen feature you will continue to 
earn commissions payments as you refer new members.

InIn order to earn in F1 you are required to own the package 
that is producing the commissions! If you don’t own the 
package the commission will be passed up to your upline, 
or the next person in line who owns the package.

You don’t have to upgrade, but as you can see there is a 
huge incentive for those who choose to upgrade!

F1 PACKAGE
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In F2 the commissions from slots #1 and #2 will go to superior upline, 
while commissions of slots #3, #4, #5 and #6 will go to direct upline. 
Then you will earn 100% from the next seven slots that will fill positions 
#7, #8, #9 #10, #11, #12 and #13.

F2
1

63.57
2

254.28

4
4068.48

5
16273.92

6
48821.76

7
146465.28

3
1017.12

8
439395.84

9
878791.68

10
1757583.36



F2 POWERFUL Matrix with high Profitability and Team Work-
Benefits. It gives you highest probability of Spills and over-
flows.
Superior Upline will earn 100% commission from row 1 pay-
ments
slots 1 and 2  1st & 2nd slots payment go instantly to your 
second level upline. (Superior Upline)

Direct Upline will earn 100% commission from row 2 pay-
ments– slots 3, 4, 5 and 6 3rd, 4th, 5th & 6th slots payment go 
instantly to your first level upline. (direct upline)

You will earn 100% commission from row 3 payments – slots 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 7th , 8th, 9th, 
7th , 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th & 13th 7th , 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 
12th & 13th slots payment go instantly to your wallet; that 
means you make 7X profit. (referrer)

14th slot commission goes to the global spillover and reopens 
the F2
matrix for you. This way you will continue earning and recycle
unlimited times even if you do not upgrade.

YYou must own the next package to earn commissions! If you 
don’t own the package commissions will be passed to your 
upline or the next person in line who owns the package.

F2 PACKAGE



You are recommended to upgrade to higher packages so not 
to misscommissions

7

GS



In F3 the commissions from slots #1 and #2 will go to superior upline, 
commissions of slots #3, #4, #5 and #6 will go to superior direct upline, 
while commissions of slots #7, #8, #9, #10, #11, #12, #13 and #14 will 
go to direct upline. Then you will earn 100%from the next fifteen slots 
that will fill positions #15, #16, #17 #18, #19, #20, #21, #22, #23, #24, 
#25, #26, #27, #28 and #29.

F3
1

63.57
2

254.28

4
4068.48

5
16273.92

6
48821.76

7
146465.28

3
1017.12

8
439395.84

9
878791.68

10
1757583.36



F3 POWERFUL Matrix with high Profitability and Team Work Bene-
fits. It gives you highest probability of Spills and overflows.F3 
POWERFUL Matrix with high Profitability and Team Work Benefits. 
It gives you highest probability of Spills and overflows.

Superior Upline will earn 100% commission from row 1 payments 
– slots 1 and 2 1st & 2nd slots payment go instantly to your third 
level upline. (Superior Upline)

SuperiorSuperior Direct Upline will earn 100% commission from row 2 pay-
ments – slots 3, 4, 5 and 6 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th slots payment go 
instantly to your second level upline. (Superior Direct Upline)

Direct Upline will earn 100% commission from row 3 payments– 
slots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 7th , 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 
13th & 14th slots payment go instantly to your first level upline. 
(Direct Upline)

You will earn 100% commission from row 4 payments – slots 15, 
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29 15, 16, 17, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29 slots payment go in-
stantly to your wallet; that means you make 15X profit. (referrer)

30th slot commission goes to the global spillover and reopens the 
F3
matrix for you. This way you will continue earning and recycle un-
limited

times even if you do not upgrade.

F3 PACKAGE











GMT: is the time every member’s entry will be noted and ar-
ranged in the global queue for  spillover commissions 
 
Queue: this is the order of entry�spillover commissions.  
and positioning for the spillover commissions  

ID NUM: is the members who� are in the global queue also 
accounts for the members in the smart contract.  

Order of Commission: the� 1st ID in the queue will be per-
manently assigned the 3 following IDs beneath. Same will 
apply to the 2nd ID next in line, the 3 following IDs beneath 
will be also be assigned to it. And so on This will be the 
order of the global spillover commissions disbursement.

 Example: ID 13 will be assigned IDs 14, 15 & 16; ID 14 will 
be assigned IDs 15, 16 & 17; ID 15 will be assigned IDs 16, 
17 & 18; ID 16 will be assigned IDs 17, 18 & 19 and so on

GLOBAL SPILLOVER



The calculations are underestimated and performed with the minimum indicators, 
which in principle cannot be, because the moment you buy a level 10 slot, you will 
have many more earnings of the low level slots. 

In fact, if you have two with a 10 -level slot, the calculations can be multiplied by 2, 
3, 5 times.

The minimum income of each partner who has reached level 10

F1 PACKAGE COMMISSIIONS

PROFILE

LEVEL      INVESTMENT PROFIT LEVEL ADVANCE TOTAL PROFIT

1 

2

3

4

5

6

77

8

9

10

63.57 

254.28 

1017.12 

4068.48 

16273.92 

48821.76 

146465.28 146465.28 

439395.84

878791.68

1757583.36 

317.85 

1271.4

5085.6

20342.4 

81369.6 

244108.8 

732326.4 732326.4 

2196979.2  

4393958.4

8787916.8

 

254.28

1017.12

4068.48

16273.92

48821.76 

146465.28 

439395.84 439395.84 

878791.68 

1757583.36

0

63.57

254.28

1017.12

4068.48

32547.84

97643.52

292930.56 292930.56 

1318187.52

2636375.04

8787916.8

13171004.73



The calculations are underestimated and performed with the minimum indicators, 
which in principle cannot be, because the moment you buy a level 10 slot, you will 
have many more earnings of the low level slots.

In fact, if you have two with a 10 -level slot, the calculations can be multiplied by 2, 
3, 5 times. 

The minimum income of each partner who has reached level 10

F2 PACKAGE COMMISSIIONS

PROFILE

LEVEL      INVESTMENT PROFIT LEVEL ADVANCE TOTAL PROFIT

1 

2

3

4

5

6

77

8

9

10

63.57 

254.28 

1017.12 

4068.48 

16273.92 

48821.76 

146465.28 146465.28 

439395.84

878791.68

1757583.36 

444.99

1779.96 

7119.84 

28479.36

113917.44 

341752.32 

1025256.961025256.96

3075770.88 

6151541.76 

12303083.52 

254.28

1017.12

4068.48

16273.92

48821.76 

146465.28 

439395.84 439395.84 

878791.68 

1757583.36

0

190.71

762.84

3051.36

12205.44

65095.68

195287.04

585861.12585861.12

2196979.2

4393958.4

12303083.52

19756475.31



The calculations are underestimated and performed with the minimum indicators, 
which in principle cannot be, because the moment you buy a level 10 slot, you will 
have many more earnings of the low level slots. 

In fact, if you have two with a 10-level slot, the calculations can be multiplied by 2, 
3, 5 times.

The minimum income of each partner who has reached level 10

F3 PACKAGE COMMISSIIONS

PROFILE

LEVEL      INVESTMENT PROFIT LEVEL ADVANCE TOTAL PROFIT

1 

2

3

4

5

6

77

8

9

10

63.57 

254.28 

1017.12 

4068.48 

16273.92 

48821.76 

146465.28 146465.28 

439395.84

878791.68

1757583.36 

953.55

3814.2 

15256.8 

61027.2 

244108.8  

732326.4

2196979.2 2196979.2 

6590937.6

13181875.2

26363750.4  

254.28

1017.12

4068.48

16273.92

48821.76 

146465.28 

439395.84 439395.84 

878791.68 

1757583.36

0

699.27

2797.08

11188.32

44753.28

195287.04

585861.12

1757583.361757583.36

5712145.92

11424291.84

26363750.4

46098357.63



Note: the current valuations are subject to change based on the value of TRON in 
the global market

F1 Package: 13171004.73 TRX

NAIRA DOLLAR  RUPEE EURO POUND ETHEREUM 

129,867,776.66  344,424.59 25,749,466.1 3 288,632.10 260,552.60 862.37

F2 Package: 19756475.31 TRX

NAIRA DOLLAR  RUPEE EURO POUND ETHEREUM 

194,801,351.59 516,636.05 38,624,137.05 432,947.46 390,828.27 1293.55

CONVERSION OF COMISSION TOTAL PROFIT

F3 Package: 46098357.63 TRX

NAIRA DOLLAR  RUPEE EURO POUND ETHEREUM 

454,535,651.30 1,205,481.9090,122,820.75 1,010,208.88 911,930.96 3018.27



All commissions with FORTUNE TRON are 
paid directly and instantly to our mem-
bers. The company is never responsible 
for making a commission payment. 

You will never have to wait a day, a week, a 
month, or even a minute! Payments are 
made instantly to your TRON wallet! 

Since payments are made peer to peer, 
FORTUNE TRON does not store any of 
your personal information or your wallet 
addresses.

Commission
Payouts 

Now, go on and make a FORTUNE!



Trust Wallet Cobo Wallet

Im Token

Tron Wallet
(Most Recommended Wallet)

Huobi Wallet Math Wallet
(Mobile, Browser Extension & Web)

Tronlink Wallet
(Mobile, Browser Extension & Web) 

Bitpie Wallet Infinito Wallet

Wallet



FOR READING


